Conference Rules & Expectations
1.
I will attend all parts of the planned program (from Jan 22-24th) and legislator meetings I have
signed up for (Jan 25-29th), unless previously coordinated with OFYC staff. I will inform those in charge if
I am not feeling well or need medical attention and cannot attend the scheduled activity.
2.
I will dress appropriately to the occasion. I will at all times be courteous and clean, in my
experience and language. I will display proper manners by making sure my language is appropriate and
respectful of all others during the conference.
3.
I will not use alcohol or drugs during the zoom calls whether I am of age or not. I understand these
activities are typically not allowed at our conferences, and will respect that they are still not allowed
during this virtual conference. I will NOT use tobacco products (smoke or vape) during the zoom calls
either. If I am of legal age, I will do so during the scheduled breaks throughout the conference, turn my
camera off, or wait until the zoom call is over.
4.
I understand that iPods, cell phones, and other electronic devices may not be allowed to be used
during some conference activities, unless specifically for conference purposes. For this can be distracting
to me and other participants. Instead, I will silence my devices before the scheduled zoom call begins.
5.
I will notify OFYC staff (Lisa or Sage) if there is a conflict between me and one or more other
participants on Zoom.
6.
I will be polite when others are speaking and will wait my turn. I will indicate, such as by raising
my hand, when I have something to share or contribute.
7.

I will be mindful and respectful to the scheduled times and will allow for others to speak as well.

8.
If attending legislative meetings, all above rules apply. I will show up prepared and ready for the
meetings I signed up for. I will be polite and courteous to the legislators and not try to speak over them.

